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About This Game

Remember to try the Demo first.

Join the menagerie in Four Realms, an action-strategy RPG in an animal filled fantasy world. Customize your Spell Book, then
construct contraptions, transform targets, sling spells, and summon creatures on a quest of grand adventure.

An unnatural force commands the Wild Magic to creep across the land, causing beast to turn on beast. Only a Warden can unite
the animal kingdoms and put an end to this menace.

Features

Customization: Personal spell lists in the spirit of collectible card games.

Action: A grand adventure with combat, puzzles, and platforming.

Variety: A large selection of playable characters and spells.

Replayablility: Randomly generated world with rogue-lite qualities.

Personalization: Equipment to tailor-make unique Wardens.
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Shattered Throne is a game with great core mechanics but sometimes questionable design choices. It's largely inspired by
Advance Wars, and it does a good job of capturing a lot of the great fun in those games, but it's also quite ambitious and does a
lot of new things to make it stand out.

One of the greatest things about this game is all the different units. First of all, there are three factions that you can play as and
they all have their own units. The factions are well balanced, and it's a lot of fun to strategize around their different playstyles.
Each of the individual units also has a lot of personality, because they all have unique skills that can give them the edge in
certain situations.

The skill system is a great addition to the game, but one problem that can come up here is a lack of clarity. Almost all the skills
in the game only take effect on either your phase or your enemy's phase, but there's no indication telling you this! It would be so
easy to just put a little icon by all of the skills to signify when it's active, but for some reason it just doesn't tell you at all.
There's a similar problem with effects like buffs and debuffs, where you're left wondering exactly how much an effect
increased a stat or how long it's going to last or when the effect even takes place.

The campaign in this game is a good length, and it continues to provide new content throughout the whole thing, so I think it's
pretty good overall. One ugly flaw to rear it's head here, though, is the difficulty modes. First of all, there are three difficulties:
Normal, Hard, and Challenge. However to even play a map on Hard you first have to beat it on Normal, and in order to play a
map on Challenge you first have to beat it on hard. I hate this sort of design because it completely ruins the point of having
difficulty modes in the first place. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that Normal mode is ludicrously easy. Many of the
maps provide you with so many resources that you can flat out skip the main mechanic of the map and go straight for a win. I
would love to just play Hard to start with, since it's a lot more fun for me, but instead I have to play baby mode first. Ugh.

Challenge mode is even harder than Hard mode (often frustratingly so) and usually adds on an extra condition, like "you can't
lose more than x units" or "your units take gradually more damage after x days". I think these extra conditions are really
interesting, but I would love to experience them without having to play the same map three times.

As you may have guessed, I really dislike the difficulty modes in this game. Normal mode is balanced terribly, and the other two
aren't a whole lot better. Instead of having a bunch of redundant and poorly balanced difficulties, I would have liked to see just
one or two really well balanced ones.
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Another big feature of this game is the map editor. Just like in Advance Wars you can make your own maps. The editor in this
game is obviously very ambitious, since it allows you to set lots of different rules and conditions, and even lets you put in
reinforcements like in Fire Emblem. However, there are also several problems with it. One simple one is that you can't drag
your mouse to paint multiple tiles, so you'll have to click each and every individual tile if you want to make a big ocean area, for
example. The max map size is also only 29x29, which would be too small to fit many of the basic maps of other similar games.
Another problem is that you have to set all the win objectives yourself. In Advance Wars' map editor, if you put down an HQ it's
automatically a win objective. But in this game even if there's an HQ on the map, you have to manually go into a little window
and put in the objective, and on top of that you have to type in a description telling the player what the objective is for some
reason. You have to do this for both armies. And even though it might seem obvious that defeating all enemy units would also
count as a win, it isn't by default! Just like before, you have to manually add in the win objective AND description, for both
armies. And you have to do this every single time you make a map. I think the map editor in this game totally misses what made
map creation in Advance Wars so snappy and fun. It's obvious the developer focused on minute customization without giving a
thought about the quality of life features that it more desperately needed.

So I've complained about quite a few things here, and rightfully so. Shattered Throne is far from a perfect game. It has this
problem where it's just over-designed in a lot of areas. I think if the developer would have just cut back a little and focused
more on quality rather than quantity, the game could have been better. But I only complain so much because it's a game worth
complaining about. This game has so many unique features like the factions and skills, and others I haven't had time to talk
about like upgrading bases and the combo system. It's a game that doesn't shy away from it's roots, but at the same time it's
willing to try lots of new things. No matter how many other similar games come out Shattered Throne will always have it's own
place and it's own personality. If you're a fan of Advance Wars or Fire Emblem, or strategy games in general, you should pick
this up. You'll get lots of great hours out of it.. Very buggy online multiplayer experience. Didn't even test single player. The
game itself is not bad. Atmosphere and graphics are quite good (early XXI century style), puzzles are mildly challenging and
quite entertaining, but the main character is incredibly annoying. Another "Dannazione" and some more moaning about needing
a drink? Please stop.
. First, this is a RPGMaker game. That means the graphics may not be to some people's liking. The game itself has an engaging
premise and plot, and interesting combat.

You start as a gypsy girl... whose friend is kidnapped. And now you must find out how to rescue her... and save the world,
because once you start after her, it gets much more interesting...

Good game.. Nice hero-def rpg :D. This game's pretty neat. It's not a full-fledged racer with AI opponents and weapons or
anything, but $5 really isn't asking a lot for what you get here. It's a pretty solid endless runner that, while not having much to
offer, has some great core mechanics. The controls in particular are really good, they're responsive and fluid and it feels great to
dance around obstacles and grind along walls at breakneck speeds. It's also a really pretty game to look at; like RadPanda said,
this game looks like straight up sex on a 144hz monitor. While I can't see myself playing this for hours and hours at a time, it's a
ton of fun in short bursts and ends up being a great way to kill a bit of time. No game-breaking bugs or crummy presentation
here; DriftForce is a polished, well-made, and fairly priced indie game. I'd love to see a few new game modes or mechanics in
future updates, maybe along with just a tad more track variation, but the game is already definitely in a state where it's easy to
recommend. If you're a fan of anti-grav racers and endless runners, this game's for you.
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I bought this DLC and it never appeared in my game!. Well, I wish I could give this more of a "meh" than really saying yes or
no on it. Here's the thing: yes, it has some similarities to Capitalism, and yes, it's reasonably decent in production value. It's also
much more accessible than Capitalism. However, I did reach a point at the end of my play time where I thought, "Ah... so just
more of the same, then?" I played starting with the food tech tree and had expanded my business so that I maxed that one out
and had a balance of half a million in profit across five cities. I then decided to diversify into software development, which had
basically zero profit to it. I was then thinking about another branch, but realized that it would just be more of the same.

Things that would improve the game:
1. Give us a better view of TOTAL required resources. I had to go through and do the math for everything I was producing to
find out how many green algae was needed across all businesses and all products in the chain that I was handling, to give an
example. It would be better if there was a product inflow/outflow. While you can view that to an extent with the warehouse, this
doesn't tell you how many total resources are NEEDED, only how many are being used. This means that, if you have a big,
sprawling empire and a bottleneck somewhere, you need to do some serious micromanaging.

2. Give the option for espionage or sabotage. I was buying up shares of stocks whenever available, but my competitors were not
selling shares often or reliably, since they were turning a neat profit, themselves. There was also plenty of opportunity for
everyone to expand, so I didn't see much of a way to get rid of my competitors. I apparently just just supposed to wait endlessly
until they were no longer turning a profit or expand into their market to pressure them out. However, since there is a cap on
quality that is pretty easy to hit, it seems like I would only be able to tie them instead of out-compete them.. Excellent game,
especially for history buffs.. stuck at checking for updates. Best game ever made!
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